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• Blow Up Gas Balloon

Statement of the Problem:
● In this experiment I am questioning which soda produces the most amount of gas. I am going to

test this by getting four different soda brands: Sprite, Coca-Cola, Crush, and Squirt with a balloon
attached to the top of the bottle which is representing our stomachs, and I’m placing those four
bottles inside a big pot placed over a kitchen stove set at medium heat. I will be placing the sodas
over the stove, so the heat can make the gas produce faster. I am going to be testing this within
two minutes so the carbonation doesn’t completely break down from the heat. I am inspired to do
this experiment because I am curious to see how carbonated drinks like soda lead to swallowing
air and building up gas in our stomach. This experiment will help people understand the amount
of gas they are consuming when choosing which soda to drink.

● Which brand of soda produces the most amount of gas?

Objective:

● In this experiment I am going to find out which soda releases the most gas in our stomach. I am



using four different kinds of sodas: Sprite, Coca-Cola, Crush, and Squirt with balloons on top of
the bottles representing our stomach. Sodas are common carbonated drinks. These drinks add a
significant amount of air into our stomach which causes our stomach to swell.

Hypothesis:

● I hypothesize the beverage that will produce the most gas in the balloon is going to be Sprite.

○ At first I was thinking Coca-Cola would produce the most amount of gas since It’s the most
carbonated soft drink in the US, but after researching similar projects to mine, I found in a lot of
experiments that Sprite actually produces the most amount of gas and Coca-Cola produces the
least amount of gas, and its symptoms that are more commonly known to be in Sprite after
consuming is ‘abdominal bloating, a condition in which abdomen feels uncomfortably full and
tight and may be invisibly swollen.’ In accordance with my research, I hypothesize that Sprite
will produce the most amount of gas and that Coca-Cola will produce the least amount of gas.
Which Soft Drink Produces the most Gas? by Sierra Sutton (prezi.com)

Materials:

● 1 large pot- 10.5 quarts
● Four plastic bottles of soda- 10oz each
● Kitchen stove- set at 300 degrees fahrenheit
● 4 party balloons- 3 1/2in each
● Distilled White Vinegar- two teaspoons
● One Logbook
● One iPad/Timer/Camera
● 4 Cups- water
● One wooden ruler- 12 inch
● One paper string- 12 inch

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- The different brands of soda.
● Dependent- The measure of the gas that will be in the balloon.
● Control- The amount of soda, vinegar, temperature, time, and water. The pot, the measuring cups, the

balloons, and the kitchen stove.

https://prezi.com/rej5esqiyqes/which-soft-drink-produces-the-most-gas/?frame=356980605ead06cf40195a21437b7b51baf98df0


Procedure:

1. Get four plastic bottles with different flavors of sodas in each bottle (Sprite, Coca-Cola, Crush and
Squirt 10oz bottles each).

2. Have the equal amount of soda in each bottle (10oz for each bottle).
3. Pour 2 teaspoons of vinegar into each bottle of soda.
4. Blow-up and release the air in each balloon (this helps balloons inflate more easily).
5. Stretch the open end of a balloon over the opening of each soda bottle (make sure it’s tight so no

air can escape).
6. Pour 4 cups of water in a large pot.
7. Turn on the stove to 300 degrees fahrenheit.
8. Right away place the large pot with water on the stove.
9. Place the bottles of sodas with vinegar and balloons in the large pot of water.
10. Immediately start a timer to two minutes from an iPad to measure how large the balloons

expanded within those 2 minutes
11. Observe the balloons as the sodas begin to heat.
12. Measure the balloons after 2 minutes by putting a string against the balloon to measure the

amount of air that's inside the balloon.
13. Measure the length of the string by using a 30 cm ruler.
14. Convert the measurement of cm into mm.
15. Turn off heat from the stove.
16. Repeat these steps ten times for ten trials.
17. Record all the data on Logbook, and identify which brand of soda produces the most gas off the

averages.

Results:
● In the results, I identified that Squirt was the soda that produced the most amount of gas from all of them.

Crush had produced the least amount of gas. This information indicates that after letting the sodas sit for
a little while after the stove was turned off, the balloons began to expand even more. For each trial I
would measure Squirt last which led to it getting a greater value of gas inside the balloon.

Sprite(mm) Coca-Cola(
mm)

Crush(mm) Squirt(mm)



Trial 1 130 120 51 90

Trial 2 112 55 40 95

Trial 3 70 51 48 81

Trial 4 67 98 34 60

Trial 5 65 60 70 103

Trial 6 118 83 50 110

Trial 7 90 55 50 96

Trial 8 83 43 119 115

Trial 9 120 90 110 110

Trial 10 78 60 42 100

Average: 93.3 71.5 61.4 96



Pictures:



Figure 1: All materials aligned in a row.

Figure 2: Balloons expanding, within a two minute timer set.



Figure 3: Measuring the circumference of the balloon using a paper string.

Conclusion:
1. I accomplished my objective which was to identify which brand of soda (Sprite, Coca-Cola, Crush,
Squirt) releases the most gas in our stomachs. I accomplished this by measuring the amount of gas in
each balloon using a string among the circumference of the balloon, and measuring that string in
millimeters, and I repeated this process 10 times.

2. In this experiment, I hypothesized that Sprite would produce the most amount of gas since it’s
commonly known to contain the most gas and that Coca-Cola would release the least amount of gas.
My hypothesis was incorrect because instead Squirt produced the most amount of gas and Crush
produced the least amount.

3. In the results, I was able to identify that Squirt was the soda that released the most gas from all the
sodas and Crush was the soda that produced the least amount of gas. The results told me that the
sodas will produce more gas the longer it sets in the warm temperature. I noticed the balloons would
expand a bit more as I was measuring them.

4. I learned that the balloons had inflated more after letting the soda bottles set in the warm



temperature. This makes sense because when we drink sodas we don’t immediately begin to belch.

5. The thing I would do differently or change if I did this lab again would be to let the sodas sit for a
little while in the warm temperature of the water after turning off the stove and to measure them all
at the same time so I get a more accurate result.

▪ One way I can take my experiment to the next level is by changing the independent
variable from different brands of sodas. I can use a variety of drinks instead of just sodas and
see which beverage has the most or least amount of gas.

▪ The things I would change or add to make my experiment more precise would be to let the
sodas sit for a little while in the warm water after turning off the stove. The balloons slowly
inflate which is building up gas. This relates to the gas that builds up in our stomach when
we consume carbonated drinks; it may take a little while to release the gas.  I would also
measure them all at the same time so I could get a more accurate result.


